Emil Vogl and have been augmented by Petra Zelenková and Martin Mádl. 3 They have cited sources from the archives (frequently from collections of different provenance) that are preserved from the period before and after the Second World War and together they give quite a comprehensive view. Furthermore, Vogl provided an extensive introduction about the important role of the Silesian lutenists and their seminal influence as well as the importance of research about "Bohemian lute music". 4 His words have some reality if we look back to the history of Silesia.
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This article attempts to show some elements of Silesian music culture in the general cultural context of the Habsburg empire in Central Europe, where the connections of social lives of the lutenists were really significant on the line Vienna-PragueWrocław. 6 The person of Count Losy von Losinthal could offer a good example to present these relations. (in non-militarily battle but in the name of so-called "perpetual love and fraternal trust") for the benefit of the Bohemian Crown ruled by Charles IV of Luxembourg, Silesia became a feoffee but simultaneously retained an autonomy of region and on the same rules as the Bohemians had the right to take part to do administration matters. Formally Bohemia and Silesia were supposed to have the same rights. These issues together with incorporating Wrocław cathedral to the archdiocese of Gniezno were confirmed by the new elected emperor of Holy Roman Empire Charles IV of Luxembourg in the famous Golden Bull of 1356. This document was also valid during the whole Habsburg's empire era which is the most important time for this article. When Ferdinand I of Habsburg was chosen for the king of Bohemian Crown only by Bohemians and without the Silesian Counts from the Silesian states, the Silesians protested referring to their rights from the Golden Bull of 1356. These political and administration issues showed some endeavors to preserve the autonomy of Silesia as good as possible, what could indirectly influence some elements of the musical culture of this region, as well as the Silesian lute music. Cf 
Silesian Traces in the Losy Family Biography
The lutenist's father had exactly the same name: Johann Anton Losy senior (ca. 1600-1682). He was one of three children of Thomas Losy de Losys and his wife from the de Mora family (her mother came from the Broccho/Brocco/ Brochis/Brok/Prok/Grock family, "ex matre de Brochia") -her forename is unknown. 7 They lived in the Swiss canton of Grissons, which was under Habsburg rule. In this area there lived people who used different languages: German, Italian and regional Romansch. 8 For the Losy family the town of Piuro in the province of Sondrino is especially important. 9 The diversity of languages in this place could be the reason for the many forms of Losy's name but the general one used is a Germanized version of the Italian plural form of Losii -"Losy von Losinthal". His family changed their place of living mainly because of a dramatic catastrophe caused by a stone avalanche of three million cubic meters and the flooding of the Mera River and the final destruction of the town of Piuro on 25 August 1618. 10 Thousands of inhabitants perished.
11 Among others were ancestors of the Losy family such as Agostino, Father Nicolò Losio and parents and friends of a famous Bohemian gentleman Abraham Grock (= Abraham Brocco -Thomas Losy's mother-in-law came from a family with the same name), who was a resident of the Old Town in Prague and did some trade business. 12 But some persons from the Losy family survived: Thomas Losio and members of his family, who had been working in Graz. 13 Quite soon after the disaster in Piuro a new town council was 20 After he was in the service of the Bohemian Court Chamber, on 12 July 1647 Emperor Ferdinand III gave him the title of Knight ("Ritterstand") together with the area called Klattau, south west of Prague, and he also received the designation "von Losimthal" (or "von Losinthal") together with his parents' coat of arms. 21 He was especially well known in the context of his leadership of the Bohemian Council ("böhmischen Kammerrat") by his nickname, "demanding" ("Gestreng"). In the matter of sons we know about two: Johann Anton -he was the elder and Johann Baptist. The younger was probably born in 1652. 35 He received a solid education at the Jesuit University in Prague. 36 37 But he died prematurely -terminus post quem 1686 as is shown by the record of death in the Prague University archive. 38 The most interesting is the elder brother -Johann Anton, the lutenist. He was probably born in Štěkeň castle in South Bohemia which survived the Swedish invasion. 39 His date of birth is more certain in view of Vogl's continuation of the archival work begun by Koczirz. Before Vogl found his new sources, it was thought that the Losy junior's birth year was between 1643 and 1647 because at that time the office of the Prague archbishopric enquired in Prague's parish offices and the proper document was not found there. 40 This record was found in another parish church, St Heinrich's in Prague's New Town. 41 It tells us that Losy died when was 71 years old, so he was born ca. 1650 already with the title of a nobleman. 42 The family of Losy were declared Catholics so it is not surprising that Johann Anton junior studied philosophy at the Jesuit University in Prague, too. 43 Sometimes the Catholic confession helped in expanding a fortune and obtaining new lands, as can be seen in the case of lands left by the Protestants after the Battle of the White Mountain; most of them were confiscated by Losy senior. 44 On 6 June 1667 the musician received the baccalaureate and graduated as Ph.D. with a thesis at the age of eighteen on 15 August 1668. This day was surely not accidental because it is the important Catholic feast day of the Assumption of Our Lady, and this must have been important for the Jesuit order, for the Habsburg Imperial couple and for the Losy family. 45 For both of his degrees there are surviving examples of a printed thesis, each with an interesting frontispiece. 46 The first page of his work from 1667 was made by Georg Andreas Wolfgang after a painting by Johann Friedrich Hess. 47 In the centre is located the patron of Losy's bachelor thesis -Vaclav Eusebius von Lobkowicz. He was the Duke of Żagań (Germ. Sagan) in Silesia like to his grandson, the lutenist Philipp Hyazinth von Lobkowicz (1680-1737) who corresponded with Silvius Leopold Weiss. 48 Weiss must have been on good terms with the Lobkowicz family because they were godparents to the lutenist and his wife Maria Elisabeth's children three times.
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Lobkowicz' coat of arms shows the Silesian eagle connected with Żagań Duchy. 50 A similar eagle could be found in the Losy's coat of arm but more characteristic is the swan which is located in the blazon of the mentioned Italian town of Piuro, in the Losy's castle in Štěkeň and in their palace in Prague, too. 51 The view of Piuro was presented in the engraving from Losy's bachelor thesis and in the same form also in a Bohemian newspaper from 1618. 52 The chairperson of the examination board in 1667 was a Jesuit Father Johann Robert Wallis who was born in Szprotawa (Germ. Sprottau) in Silesia in 1636. 53 We know about the author of the doctorate from the printed philosophical thesis which has a frontispiece prepared by 43 Another drawing by Škréta was also used as frontispiece in the printed lute music collection Piéces du Lut by Jacque Bittner whose origin is uncertain but probably came from Bohemia, Moravia or Silesia. 55 His lute book was printed twice, in 1682 and in 1702, in Nuremberg like the work from 1727 by the previously mentioned Silesian lutenist Ernst Gottlieb Baron. The cross cultural relation concerning the "lute line" in Bohemia and Silesia may also be confirmed by the fact that it took a very short time for the copy of Losy's thesis to appear (1668) in the private library of the commanding officer in Głogów (Germ. Glogau), Jobst Hilmar Freiherrn von Knigge (1605-1683). 56 This private collection was part of a big library in the Catholic Gymnasium in Głogów and at that time belonged to the Jesuits. At about the same time as Losy received his degrees, Esaias Reusner junior was in Vienna (between ca. 2 November 1667 and 27 April 1668) and dedicated his Delitiae testudinis to Emperor Leopold I. 57 We know about this from surviving correspondence from Brzeg (Germ. Brieg) to the City Council of Gdańsk (Germ. Danzig). 58 Whether Reusner junior and Losy junior ever met, we do not know, but probably their works influenced each other. After his graduation Losy left Prague and made a journey to complete his studies. What is most interesting about his trip to Germany, is the musical contest between him, Johann Kuhnau (1660-1722) and Pantaleon Hebenstreit (1669-1750). 59 The hammered dulcimer instrument played by Pantaleon was very intriguing. In a letter sent from Leipzig on 8 December 1717 Kuhnau mentioned that during the presentation of Hebenstreit's instrument Count Losy asked him: "Da wurde der Herr Graff ganz ausser sich gesetzet, er führte mich aus seinem Zimmer über den Saal, hörte von weiten zu, und sagte: Ey, was ist das? Ich bin in Italia gewesen (Nota bene in punkto der musicalischen Welt), habe alles, was die Musica schönes hat, gehöret, aber dergleichen ist mir nicht zu Ohren kommen". 60 Kuhnau mentioned also that 65 In the engraving can find four books with the names of famous lutenists written on their spines: C. Logÿ (= Losy) on the top then Dufaut, Mouton and Gaultier; the book beneath is turned away so that it is impossible to see its spine and therefore we cannot read a name on it. Losy is here shown like a lutenist ruling over the French masters of the instrument, so the suggestion his teachers may have been French could be possible. It could be confirmed by some pieces written down to the French lute sources like to e.g. Count Losy was married twice. Firstly to Sophia Polixena von Großegg. They married in Vienna probably before the death of Johann Anton Losy senior in 1682. 66 On 1 September 1685 the first son of the lutenist and his wife was born but after two hours he died without being named. 67 Sophia Polixena died on 21 October 1696 in Vienna; she was then 40 years old. 68 The second marriage was with the Countess Francisca Claudia Strassoldo, but before this celebration Losy had to settle 50.000 florins on his future wife. 69 They had two children: Maria Anna (born on 3 February 1703) -she died on 17 April 1705 as was published in the Wienerisches Diarium in a special column separate from the main text. 70 The second child was a son, Adam Philipp (1705-1781). 71 There is also another story about the date of Losy's death and his funeral. The exact date of Count Johann Anton Losy von Losinthal junior's death can only be conjectured. The last will and testament found by Koczirz was written and signed by Losy on 1 August 1721. 72 One week later, on 8 August 1721, he wrote and signed codicil, which had to be added to the desky zemské register, in which he appointed his wife Francisca Claudia Gräfin von Strassoldo to manage his fortune; moreover, she received an additional 50.000 florins, but if she wanted to change her last name, only this money would be under her control and the rest of the fortune would go to their son Adam Philipp who was underage in 1721. 73 The third date which appears in Losy's testament records is Tuesday, 2 September 1721 after the holiday of the Holy Guardian Angel. 74 Probably on this day the last will and testament was confirmed by "Carl Graf von Bredau, Jos. Franz Löw Ritter von Erlsfeld, Joseph Hubert Freiherr von Hartig". 75 The final date is Tuesday, 9 September 1721, which appears in the third part of the testament, entitled "Francisca Claudia, Vormundschaftsübernahme", concerning the administration of Adam Philipp Losy's legacy by his mother Francisca Claudia née von Strassoldo. 76 ailing, so probably spent most of his time in bed. 96 After his stay in Wrocław and Italy Stölzel arrived in Prague in 1715 and stayed there until 1718 (very similar trips were made around the same time by S. L. Weiss). Stölzel visited Count Losy many times so he was able to describe his day hour by hour. Actually the whole of Losy's day was filled up with making music. In the morning Losy usually played his "small lute" for a few hours ("Dieses geschah gemeiniglich Vormittage etliche Stunden in Ihrem Bette, als worin Sie sitzend eine kleine Laute schlugen, welches ich offt anzuhören die Gnade hatte"). 97 In the afternoon he played the violin in a room with a very well sounding harpsichord which served as for accompaniment, probably to the Count's playing ("Nach der Mittags=Tafel spielten Sie gemeiniglich die Violine, in dem Zimmer, wo Ihr überaus=wohlklingendes Clavicymbel stunde, mit welchem dazu accompagniret wurde"). 98 His skill in playing the violin was equal to that of his lute playing and his favourite music was in the Lullian and Fuxian style ("Uber nichts aber bezeugten sie ein grösseres Vergnügen, als wenn ein Gang ungefehr in den lullischen oder fuxischen gusto einschluge. Denn diese zween meister, Lulli und Fux, hatten bey Ihnen vor allen den Vorzug"). 99 And in the evening he performed a Divertissement usually from some Lully's opera prints ("Wie denn auch am Abend gemeiniglich etwas aus den lullischen gedruckten Opern Ihrem musikalischen Divertissement den Schluß machte"). 100 Losy's passion to French music could be the explanation why so many pieces were arranged for baroque guitar, lute and other instruments, to which should be added pieces written by Losy himself in the repertoire for mandora (cithern), angélique, keyboard and probably even for violin. 101 113 In this passage Baron indicates the lute was a proper instrument for accompaniment. He mentioned the entertainment of Silesian and Bohemian students who did not use the lute in taverns. But why did he use Silesian and Bohemian students as an example? Maybe as a citizen of Wrocław he knew how the students' social life looked in the capital of Silesia. He had been in Wrocław since his birth in 1696 until 1715 and had begun playing the lute when he was 14 years old. His first teacher came from Bohemia: Jacob Kohott, probably Jacob Kohaut (1678-1762), the father of the famous lutenist Karl Kohaut (1726-1782). 114 The Czech businessman and musical enthusiast, Johann Christian Antoni von Adlersfeld also had close relations with the Prague Music Academy. 115 Today he is mainly associated with his lute tablature book which contains almost exclusively works (some in autograph) by the famous Silesian lutenist Silvius Leopold Weiss. 116 This source is now preserved in the British Library in London. Probably there also survive some pieces by Antoni Adlersfeld, but they would be very hard to distinguish from the works by Antoni Eckstein who was also very close to Count Losy.
Influences on Lute Playing Abilities of Count Losy
As was mentioned above, the copies of music by "two Prague lutenists" Eckstein and Dix will now be discussed more closely. Their works can be found in a few manuscripts from Silesia connected with the Cistercian abbey from Krzeszów (Germ. Grüssau):
A Here we find six out of a total of 21 pieces surviving and known by Dix. Some of his works are lost, like the two sonatas for lute duo listed in the Breitkopf Catalogue from 1761. 117 In this catalogue are many pieces for lute, divided into categories as follows: "XI. Die Laute: 1. Solos, 2. Duetten, 3. u. 4. Trios und Parthien für eine Laute mit andern Instrumenten, 5. Concerte für die Laute mit andern Instrumenten, 6. Praeludia und dergleichen Lautenstücke, 7. Arien zur Laute aptirt". In the section "2. Duetten" is listed: "Aureo, Dix. II. Sonate à due Liuti a 16 gl.
[guldens]". This means that Dix's composition was published, but it is lost today. In the Wienerisches Diarium of 17 January 1731 were advertised pieces of Dix annotated "quator partes", which probably means "in four parts" (see Figure 3) . 118 Possibly the inscription mentioned concerns a single part from two lute duos. This piece is also missing. But furthermore, the list contains a lot of other lute works by famous composers who were not usually associated with lute music. Unfortunately there are no pieces by Johann Anton Losy von Losinthal but many others from this cultural circle whose music Losy probably knew: The Habsburg empire was one of the European music centers where Italian music was especially cultivated; we know this from the many music collections in Bohemia and Silesia. 119 Like the duchies in the Habsburg empire these regions were influenced by Italian art from different sides, not only from Vienna but also from Poland and Saxony (especially in the 18th century). 120 It should be mentioned that in the 1731 Wienerisches Diarium advertisement are listed composers whose pieces were arranged for lute by someone else, e.g. pieces by Piechler, Johann David Heinichen, Arcangelo Corelli, Antonio Caldara, Georg Friedrich Händel.
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All of them composed music in the Italian style. Among them were also some lutenists, namely: Aureus Dix, Francesco Bartolomeo Conti and the most famous Silvius Leopold Weiss. The latter, thanks to the Polish Sobieski family, left Silesia in 1708 or 1710 for Italy and came to the Polish "Arcadia" in the court of the Palazzo Zuccari in Rome where he stayed until 1714. 122 After his Italian sojourn he was able to play Italian music like the native Italians who were renowned at that time at different courts such as the court of August the Strong in Dresden. At that court in Dresden Weiss spent the rest of his life. This period was formally started on 23 August 1718. 123 Weiss's first royal music patron was Prince Aleksander Sobieski (1677-1714), who also helped the portraitist Jan Kupetzký (1666/67-1740) who came from Pezinok in Slovakia and died in Nuremberg. 124 When the painter was in Rome ca. 1696 he painted a picture of Aleksander Sobieski wearing the red national dress of the Polish nobility (Polish żupan), 125 but Kupetzký also painted a portrait of a few lutenists: David Hoyer (probably after 1716 because the painting shows a 13-course lute; also the subject of a copperplate engraving by Rosbach after Kupetzký's painting), Johann Adam Graf von Questenberg (ca. 1720), Juliana Kolb (1738-1745), an unknown lutenist (painting preserved in the Rožmberk castle in South Bohemia) and an unknown mandora player (after 1723). All of this information the concerns high ability of Count Losy in playing the instrument and a huge group of musicians he was familiar with. There was also a person who helped him develop not only his taste of music but also the technique of the proper playing of instruments. This was his lute playing teacher, Achatius (Achazius) Casimirus (Kazimir) Huelse/Hiltz/Hülse/Hültz. 129 There is not a lot of information about his life and music making. He was very closely connected with Nuremberg because in this city he was born and died (bapt. 18.01.1658, d. 25.06.1723). 130 On 20 February 1688 he married Anna Magdalena Kracau also in Nuremberg. 131 Since 1703 Huelse was organist and music director of a choir in the Church of Our Lady in his home city; after 1706 he was in Coburg. 132 It is not known when and how long was his stay in Prague was exactly but probably it was after he came back to Nuremberg, as was suggested by Baron:
Achatius Casimirus Huelse ist Cammer=Diener bey hochgedachten Graffen Logi gewesen, hat aber nach der Zeit in Nürnberg gelebt. Weilen er nun was rechtes bey ihm profitirt, hat ihm dieser Herr so hoch gehalten, dass er ihn, so offt er durch Nürnberg gereiset, zu sich holen lassen und beschencket. Er war ein Mensch, von lustigen und ingeniösen Einfällen gewesen, hat jedermannes Stimme und Rede so natürlich imitiren können, dass man solches nicht ohne grosse Verwunderung gehöret. Er hat auch selber componiret und suchte sein meistes Vergnügen darinnen in der composition allerhand affecten zu exprimiren, darinnen er auch so glücklich war, dass er alle Franßosen in diesem Stück übertroffen, weilen diese gemeiniglich prächtige Nahmen vornen ansetzen, der so wenig mit der Sache, als der Himmel mit dem Erdboden übereinkommt. Bey seinen zunehmenden Alter hat er das Unglück gehabt vom Schlage getroffen zu werden, welcher ihn der gestalt verstellte, dass, ob er schon noch eine zimliche Zeit drauf gelebt hat, er mahr einem Monstro als Menschen hat ähnlich gesehen.
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It could be possible that Baron was thinking more of musical benefits because he wrote about Huelse's musical creativity directly after mentioning his having "profitirt"; there are no other words referring to other benefits. 134 Probably Huelse sent Losy some music from Nuremberg which was a city where a lot of musicians and engravers published their own works, such as artists from Silesia, Bohemia and Moravia. The materials sent could be, for example, pieces for lute by the aforementioned Jacque Bittner or artistic works by K. Škréta connected with Losy's thesis. Recently, research has shown that Achatius Casimirus Huelse was in a very close circle of lute makers in Nuremberg society. 135 Maybe Huelse gave Losy a musical instrument as a gift made by his father, a luthier known as Paulus Casimirus Hiltz 136 . Vogl supposed that the spelling of Huelse's surname "Kazimir" the lute music of the Swedish captains: Axel Oxenstierna and Field Marshall Karl Gustav Wrangel who were connected to the Fruitbearing Society, too. 141 The Silesian lutenist Esaias Reusner junior had a special connection to the Piast family; Reusner's music style is similar to Huelse's style. 142 The titles "Sonata" and "Praeludium" appear in many characteristic parts of works by Reusner and Huelse, too. 143 Their music exists together in one manuscript preserved now in the Music Branch Library University of Melbourne (Louise Hanson-Dyer Music Library) (AUS-PVu ms. LHD243). 144 It is possible that Reusner had an important influence on the lute activities of Count Losy von Losinthal through this connection with Huelse.
Losy was in a very close relation with his lute which helped him express the beauty of nature: "Er soll über diesem Instrument oft so pensiv gewesen seyn, dass er sich nicht gescheuet, solches mit auf Reisen zu nehmen, und wenn ihm ein schöner Einfall kommen, die Pferde anhalten lassen, und seine Einfälle in seine Schreib-Taffel zu bringen". 145 Several pieces with titles like "Echo", "Kuku", or other similar incidental music, can be found among his works. That could be confirmation of Baron's words about Losy's pensive and rather meditative attitude to nature and to creating music. One of these could be the very popular piece usually called Courante des forgerons.
Reception of Count Johann Anton Losy von Losinthal Junior's Lute Music in Silesia
Research on Count Losy's life and his works shows that we can attribute to him 378 pieces mainly from 65 lute manuscripts. 146 Just from the handwritten lute tablatures connected with the Cistercian Abbey in Krzeszów (Grüssau) come 43 different pieces, together with internal concordances coming to 73 items; that is, nearly 20 percent of all his known works. 147 Some of Count Losy's pieces from these sources have been already listed in research by Adolph Koczirz, Emil Vogl, Tim Crawford and Ewa Bielińska-Galas, but their information should now be revised and updated. 148 The table below shows only the pieces of Losy's music with internal concordances within the so-called Krzeszów lute tablature collection. The last piece Courante des forgerons is very interesting. This work was uncertainly attributed to Losy. 149 To show the specificity of this piece and its reception, the list of concordances placed below could be very helpful. The manuscript is specially rich in melodies of secular Swedish song texts which can be dated to 1697-1712, therefore the copying of the Courant des forgerons in this manuscript undoubtedly confirms the participation of Swedish elements. 161 The keyboard tablature copy contains a section which I would like to call the "smith's part" because it determines the possibilities of attribution and through its features we are able to recognize many other versions. 162 Moreover, there are additional inscriptions placed under the music text. These are the names of the days of the week written in Swedish. Both at the beginning and at the end of the second part (m. 17) is a note "frij Måndags", which means "Monday off". This encompasses the whole first strain and 15 bars of the second. Starting from the part we have named the "smith's part" there appear inscriptions that indicate the following days of the week: "trïsdag" -Tuesday, "onsdag" -Wednesday, "torsdag" -Thursday, and "fredag" -Friday. These names are not located accidentally because each is ascribed to one particular pitch degree of a sequence of notes that is repeated in the first and second voices: "trïsdag" -c and c 1 , "onsdag" -d and d 1 , "torsdag" -e and e 1 , "fredag" -f and f 1 . The sounds that are repeated in octaves may symbolize the laborious blows of a blacksmith's hammer. The changing pitches and the week days ascribed to them may be understood as the amount of time spent on making a particular object by the blacksmith. Every single day took him closer to finishing his task, and similarlythe changing pitch sounds ascribed to a particular week day led to the end of the piece of music. Therefore, this composition may be perceived as a unusual musical story about a week of work in the life of an 18th-century craftsman. The pieces by Svenonis have a lot of concordances with compositions by Anders von Düben the younger. 163 Düben's family came from Bohemia and through the German lands he arrived in Sweden, where as a Capellmeister from 1699 to 1726 he collected many pieces by foreign composers. 164 Maybe Losy met Düben and played this courante to him, then he passed it on to Svenonis. Unfortunately there is not enough evidence to confirm this supposition. However, the context of this composition suits Count Losy's taste, and may confirm the attribution of this composition to the Czech lover of the lute.
The words from Baron's treatise give some clarity about Losy's music preferences. He wrote that: "Wie es denn nicht unbillig von dem Praetorio als ein Ornament Instrument, damit man andere Musiquen gleichsam mit schmücken, auszieren und würtzen kan, schon angesehen worden". 165 It is not known if Praetorius's Courante was influenced by earlier Bull's piece. But it is really possible that Count Losy's arrangement contributed to the huge spread of this piece to many manuscripts connected with the Bohemian lute music circle. One example of this reception could be the piece titled Courante des forgerons written down in the manuscript PL-Wn 396 Cim. (olim K. 44) connected with the Cistercians Abbey from Krzeszów in Silesia. To show the cultural context of this music it would be useful to write a few words about the provenance of this lute tablature.
This lute manuscript was moved after the Second World War to the National Library in Warsaw, where it is kept now. There is some evidence that before then the sources from this library (probably also this manuscript) were preserved in the Schaffgotsch library, first at a library in Chojnik (Germ. Kynast) until 1833. After 1834 this library was moved to the Public Library in Cieplice Śląskie (Germ. Bad Warmbrunn) which was made public for all readers. In 1911 the whole collection underwent a transfer of call numbers. 166 One sheet of paper which still exists in the manuscript bears marks "31.1911 / (rote Signatur: 1911.39)", which probably means the old accession number, and the sheet of paper with the old call number "K. 44" -this mark is currently preserved only in the microfilm. Nowadays some people describe this manuscript as the "Schaffgotsch lute tablature" because it was stored in the library of this family. Indeed, the place of its preservation and the connection with the Cistercians were not an accident because in Bad Warmbrunn there resided the significant noble Schaffgotsch family. They had a close relation with the aforementioned Krzeszów monastery. In 1729 the Cistercian monk Hermien Kniebandl was moved from Opawa near Kamienna Góra (Germ. Oppau near Landeshut) to another of Krzeszów Abbey's establishments in Bad Warmbrunn, where he took 164 (Figures 5 and 6 ). Courante Both have the same title which means "courante of the smiths" but they are not exactly the same and surely they were arranged by different lutenists. These pieces are not only in different keys but also have different rhythm and structure. The Schaffgotsch manuscript is divided into key sections. The piece from fol. 184v was written in section called "Ton G", but in the title there is an annotation "ex D" because D or, more precisely, D major is in fact its key. The piece consists of two sections in every copy. The character of fragment ("smith's part") in the second section is reminiscent of the work of a smith in the repeated notes which could symbolise the repeated blows of a smith's hammer. The first example from the Silesian source (Example 2) has only two voices in nota contra notam counterpoint. The rhythm is very equal. The frequent repetition of the same notes in the upper voice are very arduous and could be associated with the hits of a hammer on a horseshoe. The bass line is also very important, creating a harmonic sequence of dominant-tonic-like progressions: D major to A, E major to B major; then it goes into G major, then C, G, A and D major. This copy is very similar to the piece written down in the Kalmar keyboard tablature and we could place the names of week days for each passage of music here as well (Example 3). The second piece in "F" (Example 1) is not exactly the same as the previous one and it was written in another key than C or D major like the piece from CZ-Pnm ms. IV G 18 manuscript. It is nine bars shorter than D major piece. But it also contains "the part of smith" (mm. 22-35). The structure is more extended but the repetitions in the middle voice have a different direction than in the other examples: from up to down (f ) and in the upper voice there are long notes. It seems that this piece was probably performed in a fast tempo. The harmony goes in modulations: from C major to F major, then G minor, A major, D minor, G, C and F major. The F major piece from the Silesian source has a lot of differences from the normal one and it could be understood as a variant 168 . Who arranged it? It is hard to say for sure. But surely this person was familiar with the music of the Wrocław cathedral music ensemble directed by Martin Prantl * * * The information presented here concerning the life and artistic activity of Johann Antony Losy von Losinthal junior together with the sources about musical culture in Silesia show that Bohemia, Silesia and also Vienna -then the Habsburg capitalwere not only in a very close political relation but also in terms of their common culture. These relations are shown in a particularly interesting way in the field of lute music, which was played in both monastic and secular circles. The exchange of information was specially fast between the Jesuit centers, as may be proved by the fact that J. A. Losy's philosophical thesis was delivered to the library in Głogów in such a short time. The artistic activity of lutenists connected with Silesia (for example Esaias Reusner junior, the Weiss family, Philipp Franz Le Sage de Richée) and even with Poland (the Nuremberg family of Huelse/Hilz) was present in the musical culture of Vienna and Bohemia. This casts a particularly interesting light on a piece of music bearing various titles in different languages: "Courante des forgerons", "Il Marescalco", "Schmied Cour[ant]", "Hammar Smeden", "Coranto Battle", "Faber"; but we have also seen how the very characteristic element of the "blacksmith's work" was symbolically presented in the compositions, which were not written by a single composer. So far research has suggested that this composition was connected to the works of Michael Praetorius and John Bull. The source from Kalmar discussed here adds the possibility of thinking that Johann Anton Losy von Losinthal junior should join this group. Moreover, the Swedish source enables us to make a more detailed interpretation of this piece in the context of the "blacksmith's work" section. This is possible thanks to the inscriptions which refer to particular days of a craftsman's week. It is hard to say if a particular person who worked in a particular place was meant here. However, the source from Silesia deserves special interest as it contains the composition Courante des forgerons written down twice in two different versions. One of them is unique in the context of key and style of arrangement. All of these elements lead to the conclusion that the artistic activity of Johann Anton Losy von Losinthal junior had a wide reception in Central Europe, where Silesia and Bohemia not only marked their presence but were also very crucial places for the artistic development of many leading lutenists of the second half of the 17th and the first half of the 18th centuries.
